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HISTEC APPROACH
The HISTEC distortion tolerant control approach includes three major elements: Engine Face Pressure Sensors; the Distortion Estimation System (DES); and the Stability Management Control (SMC) (Figure 3) . The engine face pressure sensors consist of a small number of highresponse, wall static pressure transducers. The DES uses these high response pressure measurements along with maneuver information from the flight control to calculate indicators of the type and extent of distortion present and the sensitivity of the propulsion system to that distortion. The output of the DES consists of fan and compressor pressure ratio trim commands which are then communicated to the SMC. The SMC performs a stability audit online using the trims from the DES and then accommodates the distortion through the production engine actuators. The approach combining the DES and SMC results in a distortion tolerant control which enables a reduced design stall margin requirement.
To accomplish the HISTEC flight demonstration, systems for implementing the HISTEC approach on the F-15 ACTIVE aircraft were developed, validated, and installed on the aircraft. The following sections provide details on each of the elements of the HISTEC approach and their implementation for flight.
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In Figure  10 shown to compare favorably. This indicates that the DES wall static pressure sensors are able to pick up the important features for estimating distortion.
The circumferential distortion in the DES surface is rotated slightly relative to the research surface. This is believed to be due to the DES static pressure transducers being located in a slightly different axial plane than the research instrumentation. condition. Again, the pressure profile calculated from the DES wall static pressure sensors compares favorably to that computed from the research total pressure sensors.
DISTORTION ESTIMATION
Next the stall margin debit due to distortion as calculated by the DES in flight from the DES sensors was compared to the stall margin debit calculated off-line from flight data for the 35 research sensors using the industry-standard ARP1420 methodology."
In Figure 11 (a), this comparison is shown for time-averaged data for five levels of steady angle-of-attack (AOA) between approximately 5 and 23 degrees. The first important result seen in the figure is that the stall margin debit due to distortion is correctly - is the "Split-S" ( Figure  12 ). During this maneuver, the pilot inverts the aircraft and then pulls the stick back to get a sustained high angle-of-attack (AOA) while diving towards the ground. Figure  13 shows the successful in-flight distortion accommodation during a Split-S maneuver. Figure   13 (a) shows the angle-of-attack (AOA) for the maneuver. As can be seen, close to 25 degrees AOA is achieved for almost 10 seconds. Figure  13 (b) shows that for this maneuver, Power Lever Angle (PLA) is held constant.
Therefore any transient in the control is due to the maneuver, and not due to an engine power transient. As shown in Figure  13 (¢), early in the maneuver, while at low AOA, the EPR request remains at this nominal value. However, as AOA (and thus distortion) increases, the HISTEC EPR modifier requests a lower EPR, that is, increased stability in the presence of distortion. At the end of the maneuver as AOA returns to near zero, the HISTEC EPR modifier allows the EPR request to again increase to its nominal value. Figure  13( 
